KANDA.CARE OVERVIEW
KANDA.CARE is a low cost, high impact tablet based MIS for schools, with core data stored on Google Drive allowing
any number of tablets to be supported. To keep costs low and to allow maximum customisation, user data analysis
and accessibility we use Google Sheets to store data rather than a commercial database. This was not easy to do
efficiently but it was worth it, allowing a level of personalisation to school, cluster or trust that is simply not possible
with other systems. For the teacher at the sharp end great effort has been taken to create maximum user friendly
usability in a small hand held tablet. KANDA.CARE was designed to be USED.
KANDA.CARE consists of several modules, each consisting of a number of elements. While some modules can be used
independently, a school will see maximum benefit from the cross-module interaction in using the complete suite.
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KANDA.CARE enables mobile registration at the classroom door. Students wear wristbands that have NFC (near field
communications) technology, and they can be recognised and registered instantly by briefly holding the pad over the
wristband.
LUNCHES
Similarly, lunch choices can be recorded by one tap, making the whole registration process much quicker at Primary
level. Whole school data goes into 1 sheet for quick and easy reference for admin staff, and any alterations can be
made from there.
ENRICHMENT & TRIPS
Any groups can be created quickly and easily in KANDA.CARE, and as it is completely mobile, a tablet can be taken to
any area of the school or out on trips, enabling the quick registration of students and ensure safeguarding. Attendance
of enrichment activities is centralised to ensure record keeping of extra- curricular activities is robust, enabling future
planning based on take-up and interests.
STAFF TIMETABLES
KANDA.CARE enables quick call up of staff timetables, and quick adaptation and changes added from the spread
sheet. Simple.
STUDENT TIMETABLES
Easy checking of student timetables for staff and students via the app. Changes can be made with ease, and
communicated to all quickly.
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